CABLE TRAY TO FLOOR DISTRIBUTION FRAME (FDF) OR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT ROOM (CER).

4 PAIR, CATEGORY 6e CABLE TO DATA HUBS (ORANGE CABLE)

4 PAIR, CATEGORY 6e CABLE TO FLOOR DISTRIBUTION FRAME FOR VOICE SERVICE (BLUE CABLE)

1" CONDUIT TO CABLE TRAY WITH PULLING CORD.

IVORY BLANK MODULE COVER - TWO REQUIRED ORTRONICS #OR-42100002-99

VOICE JACK (BLUE, CAT. 6)
ORTRONICS CLARITY TRACJACK #OR-TJ600-36

DATA JACK (ORANGE, CAT. 6)
ORTRONICS CLARITY TRACJACK #OR-TJ600-43

106 TYPE RECEPTACLES
ORTRONICS #OR-40800019-99

FLOOR ACCESS MODULES TO BE SUPPLIED BY ELECT. CONTRACTOR

TYPICAL VOICE/DATA FLOOR JACK